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SPEEDING TIME TO 
BETTER BUSINESS 
RESULTS



Connection, collaboration, and 

innovation are the principles that 

drive growth and prosperity across 

the global electronics manufacturing 

supply chain—this is the mantra that 

drives SEMI®.

SEMI connects people and companies 

worldwide to collaborate and innovate, 

speeding the time to better business 

results and forming the building blocks 

of the global digital economy.

Ajit Manocha 
SEMI President & CEO



IT ALL BEGINS WITH 
CONNECTION.

Every breakthrough starts 
with connection.

Brilliant minds envision incredible 

inventions, but bringing ideas to 

life takes a network of people, 

often across diverse industries 

and oceans. When brilliant minds 

connect, great things happen.

FROM CONNECTION COMES 
COLLABORATION.

“None of us is as 
strong as all of us.”

Connecting communities around common issues, 

interests, and challenges leads to understanding, 

solutions, and new ideas. Collaboration brings 

out the best of all of us. Through collaboration 

we turn ideas into action.

COLLABORATION SPEEDS 
INNOVATION.

We are smarter, faster, and 
more innovative together.

Innovation is the lifeblood of the electronics 

manufacturing supply chain. Innovation of 

new materials, manufacturing processes, and 

business models speed the development of 

new products, applications, and opportunities 

for electronics. It’s the engine that drives 

exponential growth. The more we collaborate, 

the more we innovate, and the faster we move 

forward together.

CONNECTION 
ENABLES THE 
COLLABORATION 
THAT DRIVES 
INNOVATION



SEMI is the global trade association that 

connects and represents the worldwide 

electronics manufacturing supply chain. Virtually 

since the birth of the integrated circuit, SEMI has 

connected our industry to collectively address 

technology and business challenges and advance 

electronics innovation and markets. 

Through its programs, communities, initiatives, 

market research, and advocacy, SEMI informs 

and coordinates its members and the industry, 

cultivates collaboration, drives action, and 

synchronizes innovation to speed 

business results.

TECHNOLOGY COMMUNITIES

Working together, people, companies, and 

industries achieve more than they can alone. 

Industry segments have unique needs and face 

different issues that only people within the 

same community can advance effectively. SEMI 

facilitates topic-specific communities, groups, 

and committees to address common issues, 

drive collaboration, develop programs, and 

advocate on the behalf of SEMI members.

STANDARDS

The SEMI International Standards program 

brings the industry together to develop globally 

recognized standards and guidelines. SEMI 

Standards are instrumental in advancing industry 

growth, reducing costs of manufacturing, 

and accelerating technology innovation. SEMI 

Standards speed products to the marketplace. 

More than 5,000 volunteers from more than 

1,800 participating companies worldwide work 

tirelessly to create and sustain more than 970 

standards and guidelines that fundamentally 

make the industry work together.

ADVOCACY

SEMI works around the world with governments, 

agencies, ministries, consortia, and other key 

decision makers to advance member interests 

on policies that enable trade, investment, and 

business growth. SEMI leverages collective action 

to champion member interests in environment, 

health and safety; intellectual property; 

export control; tax and trade; and workforce 

development.

Providing a unified voice of the industry, SEMI 

has been influential in changing policy, shaping 

trade agreements, opening markets, passing 

key legislation, and initiating appropriate 

regulations that deliver industry growth and 

profitability.

MARKET RESEARCH 

The SEMI Industry Research and Statistics 

program collects and reports critical market 

data, including technology and business trends 

and regional market activity in multiple business 

segments. The undisputed credibility of SEMI 

data helps our members, investors, and others 

understand market trends, identify new market 

opportunities, and better plan for industry 

business cycles.

SEMI delivers fair and accurate data 

and business intelligence that is 

referenced by every major investment 

and market research organization. SEMI 

is the only not-for-profit organization that 

aggregates direct participation data 

from the industry, ensuring SEMI 

data is comprehensive, 

timely, and accurate.

EXHIBITIONS AND EVENTS 

SEMI expositions and events—including 

SEMICON®—connect over 5,000 companies and 

300,000 professionals around the world every 

year. More than trade shows or conferences, 

SEMI events are platforms for connection and 

collaboration where suppliers, customers, and 

partners across the electronics manufacturing 

supply chain build the relationships that grow 

their business.

SPEEDING
THE TIME
TO BETTER
BUSINESS
RESULTS

SEMI drives connection, 
collaboration, and innovation across 
the global electronics manufacturing 
supply chain.

WITHOUT SEMI’S 
SUPPORT WE WOULD 

NEVER HAVE REALIZED 
OUR INTERNATIONAL 

EXPANSION PLANS 
IN SUCH A SHORT 

TIME PERIOD.

“

DAS ENVIRONMENTAL ”



CONNECT,
COLLABORATE,
INNOVATE —
IT ALL BEGINS
WITH SEMI

GLOBAL REACH

With SEMI offices and staff in every major electronics manufacturing region, 

no other electronics industry association has the global reach and depth 

to connect companies and people across the supply chain and around 

the world. Whether through participation in technology communities, as 

an exhibitor or attendee at our expositions and events, or by working 

with our network of global offices,  SEMI connects industries, companies, 

and people; fosters collaboration that ignites innovation; and helps the 

industry grow and prosper together.

NETWORKING

Businesses are built on face-to-face connections. Companies and people need 

to meet each other to understand and solve the challenges that stand in the 

way of business success. SEMI creates the platforms and the opportunities 

for people to meet, for communities to collaborate, and for business 

relationships to grow and prosper.

INFLUENCE INDUSTRY AND TECHNOLOGY GROWTH

SEMI members have exclusive access to join technology communities, 

groups, and committees that support collaboration, advance manufacturing 

standards, spur technology innovation, and influence industry growth.

GROW YOUR BUSINESS AND BUILD YOUR BRAND

SEMI gives you and your company the opportunities to 

efficiently make connections, create partnerships, advance technology 

innovation, grow your business, and build your brand.

GAIN INSIGHTS WITH MEMBER-ONLY CONTENT

SEMI members have complimentary access to online, members-only 

business and technical content, including market research, webinars, 

presentations, and white papers, giving you more context and data 

to make sound business decisions.

SHAPE POLICIES THAT AFFECT YOUR BUSINESS

SEMI global advocacy efforts bring together individual companies to 

deliver a collective voice on issues that affect our industry. SEMI’s advocacy 

staff worldwide represent member interests on complex policy issues 

and ensure our members amplify their voice in shaping laws and 

policies around the world.

SAVE TIME AND MONEY

SEMI member companies and their employees receive preferred pricing 

on exhibitor booth fees and services, conference registration, sponsorship, 

advertising, market data products, business products and services, 

and industry standards.

SEMI opens the door for you to discover 
new opportunities, connect, and grow 
your business. As a SEMI member you 
have exclusive access to SEMI programs, 
initiatives, member-only content, and staff 
support that connect you to peers, experts, 
customers, industry leaders, and market 
opportunities worldwide. 

• Access global markets, customers, and 

investors with the support of SEMI’s 

regional offices and staff.

• Address challenges, identify solutions,  

and solve pre-competitive issues through 

participation in global communities 

and working groups.

• Gain early visibility to inflections in technogy 

and regional markets through market 

data and research.

• Shape policies and regulations 

with collective action.



Silicon Valley

Washington D.C.

Berlin

Brussels

GLOBAL HEADQUARTERS

GLOBAL REACH 
LOCAL SERVICE

Join more than 2,000 global 
companies and more than 1.3 
million industry professionals 
worldwide to connect, 
collaborate, innovate, grow, 
and prosper—together.

Grenoble 

Bangalore

Tokyo

Seoul

Shanghai

Hsinchu

Singapore

ASSOCIATION PARTNERS

SEMI partners with leading global associations to 

extend service and support across the electronics 

manufacturing supply chain.
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